What if a group of individuals, who trained to dream as a collective vibration, could shift the way humans live together on our Earth? I asked myself the question. Then in a conversation with Charlie this week proposed this grand experiment.

Let’s work together with individuals who already possess lucid body awareness and the skills to create coherent, resonate energy fields. Let’s train and engage in practices for using dreams as a tool of communal awakening. Let’s train this group (us) to collectively seed transformation into the subtle state of dreaming and together nourish that seed into a new world view, by changing our views of possibility.

Charlie replied, “Let’s be that daring!”

Dream yoga skills are part of ancient mystical disciplines. They are shamanic undertakings, an alchemy of awareness inviting practitioners to stabilize a state of wakefulness that crosses realities and levels of consciousness. Awake, we can offer our life and death as a gift to the greater awakening at play. Are you that daring?

No previous dream yoga training needed!

Together we will:

• Cultivate a stabilized mindfulness state essential for dreaming and living awake
• Learn to navigate the sleep/dream cycle as a tool to develop continuity of awareness across all states of consciousness
• Engage your lucid body awareness to shape the dream state
• Use foundational dream yoga skills as a springboard into crafting and sharing purposeful group dreaming
• Explore creating a dream-group consciousness for offering healing to the world and all sentient beings

Event Fee: $750

Room and Board: 5 nights
  - Double $550
  - Single $700

We are calling those of you who, like the Bodhisattvas, are devoted to the end of suffering for all sentient beings and who recognize that we each have a unique and essential purpose in the evolution of human awareness…. and our planet.

COME JOIN US!
mysterschool@ninegates.org

I believe this is essential training for individuals devoted to living from the future; sourcing from above the usual state of human consciousness. — Deborah